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ABSTRACT:
Prostitute has no so-called privacy. They do business through selling privacy. So to them physical privacy is impossible. In fact
they sell open privacy just like open secret.
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INTRODUCTION
Creative writing is based more on manifestation rather
than on expression. It does not inform rather it reveals, so
it bears no reference. The best creative writing is critical,
and the best critical writing is creative. The present article
is the outcome of creative writing meant for lay readers. As
such free style is the methodology adopted so that the
pleasure of reading can be enjoyed by the common mass.
As you know well that, Francis Bacon (1561-1626), the
immortal writer, wrote many essays, and notably “Of
Love”, “Of Friendship”, “Of Ambition”, “Of Studies”, etc. The
myriad-minded genius rightly pointed out that all the
words of the dictionary can be the themes of essays one
can write. But little has been done, in this regard since his
death, in order to finish his unfinished monumental works.
In fact Bacon's way of presentation and his unique style
kindled imagination and inspired me to write essays, in the
light of creative writing, thus to get relief through
Catharsis.

ARTICLE
Privacy means the state of being alone and not watched or
disturbed. Also it implies the state of freedom from
interference or public attention. It isolates to live in
absolute secrecy thus being withdrawn from society or
public interest.
Avoidance of publicity allows enjoying privacy. Seclusion
paves the way to live in strict privacy. It is unethical to
interfere one’s private life or personal affairs. To show
such interest signifies an invasion of one’s privacy.
To know each other is easy. But to realize is difficult. A
man becomes successful to enter other person’s privacy
only when he is believed by the partner. Believing is the
necessary but not sufficient condition in this entry. The
partner must be convinced that he will realize her mood
and respect her sentiment. Also he will maintain secrecy. If

she be confident that the person is dependable and reliable
only then he gets entry. Believing and dependence, the two
pre-conditions, help to conquer privacy. In fact believe,
love, reliability, dependency, confidence, sincerity,
honesty, faithfulness, etc. are base materials. These
ingredients pave the way to conquer privacy. Very few
people have these qualities. This answers why closeness is
rare.
A true friend never discloses his friend’s secret matter to
third party whatever awkward situation he faces. He never
betrays. Seldom he blackmails his friend. But man betrays.
He cannot keep promise. He violates breach of contract.
Also all cannot maintain secrecy.
Secret matters render some people mentally unrest. They
cannot sleep well till they convert private into public and
go to bed. They cannot help saying the confidential matters
to his near or dear ones. They are not critical. They are lay
man and fails to think future consequences of disclosing
any secret matters. Being driven by emotion he seduces
the chastity of privacy rendering it public. This is why
privacy is disclosed to all and experiences no obstruction
for its natural flourishment. Thus private matter is not for
all. Only numbered persons are fit for it. As such one
should be careful to choose private person to disclose
private matters.
An individual intends to be open to the person of his
choice. It is privacy. When other peeps, privacy is
disturbed. So a man discloses privacy to someone but
closes privacy to other. Thus it depends upon the
allowance of the private owner. The proverb goes, look
before you leap. As such a person must think before
allowing a stranger into privacy. For disclosure closes all
doors of returning back. Then a Satan blackmails the
innocent heart.
And only repentance dogs everywhere for wrong deeds.
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Virgin enjoys absolute privacy through chastity. Lover or
husband discovers that secrecy nurtured by women. In fact
husband and wife enjoy physical privacy. But they may not
enjoy absolute or psychological privacy which is
unreachable like the ideal that is always unattainable.
Prostitute has no so-called privacy. They do business
through selling privacy. So to them physical privacy is
impossible. In fact they sell open privacy just like open
secret.
In true sense, nobody can enter into the land of privacy.
Law deals with physical privacy but not mental privacy.
But, for the sake of truth, privacy means absolute or the
unattainable ideal. Because man does not want to allow
third party to enter that galaxy where he moves alone
undisturbed. Here man either does not allow or can’t
express his inner feelings due to proper language. It is
unspeakable since emotion or feeling can never be
transferred, neither can it be interpreted nor can it be
translated. Wise men contend that man is born free but
everywhere he is in chain. And man wants to unchain
himself and move freely and whenever chance favors he
intends to roam carelessly.
A doctor deals with body. To him physical privacy has no
such value as is perceived by common mass. Privacy gets
baseless dimension by religion in the name of virginity or
chastity. Two bachelors are best matched. They are made
for each other. And sometimes they are mad for each
other. Two divorcees who lost virginity are best matched.
There may be problem if one divorcee and another fresher.
Here, all points should be cleared before any contract,
otherwise another separation will take place instead of
happy life.
Privacy offers warm feeling. Everybody likes it. It is
indispensable just like water. It refreshes body and mind.
So everybody should allow its mind to take shelter in the
lap of privacy after hard day labor just like a bird returns
its nest after all day flying in the sky.

CONCLUSION
Loneliness is akin to privacy. Someone is never alone when
he is alone. He is less lonely with himself when he enjoys
privacy through its eloquent expression pregnant with rich
silence. Again some people are afraid of loneliness. Death
frowns them while they are alone. Man can correct himself
and thereby enrich through self-criticism. Self-criticism is
possible only when a man remains in private mood
thereby enjoys privacy.
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